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By Pat Conroy

Random House USA Inc, United States, 2009. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English
. Brand New Book. America s favorite storyteller, Pat Conroy, is back with a unique cookbook that
only he could conceive. Delighting us with tales of his passion for cooking and good food and the
people, places, and great meals he has experienced, Conroy mixes them together with
mouthwatering recipes from the Deep South and the world beyond. It all started thirty years ago
with a chance purchase of The Escoffier Cookbook, an unlikely and daunting introduction for the
beginner. But Conroy was more than up to the task. He set out with unwavering determination to
learn the basics of French cooking--stocks and dough--and moved swiftly on to veal demi-glace and
pate brisee. With the help of his culinary accomplice, Suzanne Williamson Pollak, Conroy mastered
the dishes of his beloved South as well as the cuisine he has savored in places as far away from
home as Paris, Rome, and San Francisco. Each chapter opens with a story told with the inimitable
brio of the author. We see Conroy in New Orleans celebrating his triumphant novel The Prince of
Tides at a new restaurant where there is...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional ebook along with the typeface employed was intriguing to see. It really is simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent of the ebook. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r ia n Miller-- B r ia n Miller

A whole new eBook with a new standpoint. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I discovered this publication from my i and
dad advised this publication to discover.
-- Mer edith Hoppe-- Mer edith Hoppe
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